
Hey Parents and Families! 

 

During this time, families are doing their best to get students off of screens. But there 
are fun games and apps to play together as a family on devices. Below are 7 different 
apps you can download on your phones to play and create memories together! 

 

Enjoy, 

Tyler 

 

Top iOS Apps for Families: 

 

1. Family Feud: Bring the classic game of family feud to your family! Free version. 
The paid version adds more features to the game. 

2. Mucho Party: Take a selfie and your picture goes on a picture of a clock, tomato, 
apple, telephone, teapot, or lemon avatar. It’s an app of mini-games to test each 
player’s random skills. Great for all age levels! 

3. Keep Talking & No One Explodes: You’re alone in a room with a bomb. Your 
friends, the “experts,” have the manual needed to defuse it. But there’s a catch: 
The experts can’t see the bomb, so everyone will need to talk it out—fast! Rounds 
are fast-paced, tense, occasionally silly and almost always loud. Whether it’s diffusing 
a bomb or deciphering information from the manual, everyone has a crucial role to 
play. 

4. Scrabble—GO: Play the classic game on a screen with other family members...see 
who the ultimate word champion is! 

5. Sayonara Wild Hearts: This one is a dreamy arcade game about riding motorcycles, 
skateboarding, dance battling, shooting lasers, wielding swords, and breaking hearts 
at 200 mph. As the heart of a young woman breaks, the balance of the universe is 
disturbed. A diamond buttefly appears in her dreams and leads her through a 
highway in the sky, where she finds her other self: the masked biker called The Fool. 

6. Draw Something: This game is easy to understand and play, as well. Your family can 
share the fun with people across the globe. This is possible through an internet 
sharing portal. Draw Something requires that every member take turns at drawing. 
They can then enjoy tallying up the points to find out the winner. 

7. Settlers of Catan: The classic game available to play on screens! Trade, build, and 
settle. As in Klaus Teuber’s original game, up to four players—in hot-seat, multiplayer 
mode or online—can vie for the most settlements, the longest road, and the largest 
army. You can trade with your opponents and take possession of the precious land 
and its resources. 

And, one non-game app is: 1 Second Everyday. This is a video diary that makes it easy to 
take your day-to-day moments and create a meaningful movie of your life. You can 
document your memories for 1 year or for the Covid-19 season at home. Get started 
with 1SE today by downloading the app to create a “digital” photo album! 


